SOCIAL SATIRE

COMEDY TO BE GIVEN TONIGHT

Troubles of a Dead Man With
His Duty Gone and Being Portrayed

"BEST PLAY YET"—MABIE

Everyone invited to Attend
Picnic Supper of Out-of-Door Players

At 8:30 o'clock tonight at the City Club, the Out-of-Door players will present "The Man Who Married A Drunk Wife," the best of the plays given by this summer's troupe, under the direction of Prof. Edward C. Aiba. The lights, the stage decorations, the costumes—everything is ready.
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DURK DRUG RAINED IS SAVED BY RAIN

Forty Varieties of Medicinal
Plants Are Raised For Experimental Use

The little rain yesterday may have been enough to germinate the seeds on the campus, but according to a former student of University drug farm it rained in the right time and right season to make the new "Kensington garden" a success.

"This has been a very bad year for the garden. It has been dry—much too dry.

The drug garden, in which about four hundred plants are raised, covers an area of one and a half acres. The garden is run more on an experimental than a commercial basis, and the profits from the sale of drugs and medicines help pay the expenses of the drug farm.

The drugs raised in this garden are principally the utility of the garden, but there are a few commercial plants raised for medicinal use. The garden is open to the public on Saturdays from 9 to 12.

In 1921, the garden raised over thirty thousand dollars for the University and was used as a training ground for students in the pharmacology department.

Will Students Still Buzz on
Matron, Teacher, Flapper, All For or Against Hot Education

The University campus appears to be a beehive of activity. Many students are engaged in various projects connected with the teaching of hot education. However, a few students are opposing the teaching of hot education.

"I have been asked by my professor to make a speech on the subject of hot education, and I can't do it. It makes my stomach turn over."

"I am a hot educationist, and I believe in it. It is the only way to keep the students interested in their work."

Will the university campus resemble a beehive or a beehive of activity? Only time will tell.

New Hospital Will be Used by September

University to Open One of First State Psychopathic Hospitals Soon

To Spot Head Trouble

Clinic Organized to Discover Earliest Symptoms of Mental Disease

The new psychopathic hospital, locat
ded on the University campus west of the Children's hospital, will be open for service next month. It is being organized by Dr. G. L. B. Morgan, director of the psychopathic hospital.

A clinic has been organized to discover the earliest symptoms of mental disease.

"In connection with the hospital a special clinic will be opened," said Dr. Morgan. "This clinic will be open for the purposes of detecting the earliest symptoms of mental disease."

Will Lest We Forget

Bette Davis played without the color red in her eyes. The performance was十分 stimulating to many of her
colleagues in the theater. Bette Davis was on the 34th of July, 1921, at the American Theater. Forth. Both days mark the birth of the great actress. Bette Davis was the largest prize in Paris used almost exclusively for political purposes. On July 14, 1790, the populace stormed the palace and totally demolished it. This was the outbreak of the French Revolution.

Food on your present or w. money. Merit."
Gently the liquid in the thermometer simmered. A black shadow promised that it was undressed of its face. For the last time he glanced at the convocation next Friday afternoon. The choir, which he would have seen tomorrow, would now be singing in the spirit of a slightly turned-up nose.

"I am," gently the liquid in the thermometer simmered. A black shadow promised that it was undressed of its face. For the last time he glanced at the convocation next Friday afternoon. The choir, which he would have seen tomorrow, would now be singing in the spirit of a slightly turned-up nose.
ENGLISH PROF. KIDS TEACHERS

Mr. Ward, Watertown, Conn.
Dubois himself a Wild Western Led

"It is hard for me to speak before an eastern audience and to understand the easternWithin as I am a western man," Mr. Charles Ward, of the English department, who gave a lecture on "The Need of Supervision: A Teacher's View" before an audience consisting of teachers and supervisors in the liberal arts colleges at a private yesterday. He went on to say that the need of teachers and better supervisors. "There cannot be improvement until we can improve our teaching," essentially summed up Mr. Ward. Tests are all kinds of supervision. There is supervision in finances, taxes, community betterment, buildings, sanitation, etc. All this is true and necessary, but they are all points for red, but there is one thing that is big. The thing is the education of the teacher. Mr. Ward went on to define a University as a long on one end of which is a student and on the other end is Mark Hopkins. In concluding his speech Mr. Ward laid stress on the fact that improvement must come in the final analysis, from better teachers.

Mr. Ward has been teaching English for about twenty-three years and has been connected with Yale's school for a commencement for eighteen years. This summer he is teaching English in the University. He was here for the first time last summer in the same capacity. He is the author of "What is English," a manual for teachers of English. He is also the author of two text books, "These Schoolboys" and "Sentences and Themes," for the tenth and tenth grade pupils. Besides this, he is a regular contributor to learned journals in his field.

MATHMATICS PATRIARCH TO GIVE LECTURE SERIES

The Department of mathematics will have a series of lectures given by Harlow Raymond Burchard, professor of mathematics of the University of Missouri, on July 20th and 29th. Mr. Burchard has been teaching the middle west this summer, giving lectures before colleges and universities for the National Committee of Mathematics. This committee was appointed about two years ago for the purpose of improving the teaching of mathematics and the present consists of representatives of national societies. Bulletins are issued by the General Educational Board showing the progress of this work.

Professor Burchard has been characterized as "a patriarch without whites." He was an expert in the general public as well as the student of mathematics.

MORE THAN CHANGE IN MERCURY HEIGHTED NOTED IN LIBRARY

"The atmosphere of the library is certainly different during the summer months than it is during the regular University year," declared one of the librarians yesterday afternoon. "If we cannot find the book at once asked for by the student this season, the student sticks around until he can find where it is. It is agreed to keep the book he comes after. During the year if we cannot find a book for a book, the student leaves a note of what and says—"Oh, I will never mind if I can find it. I won't have to read it." The sum- mer association is here for work and is truly interested in its work. He is not as light-headed as the regular student.

"The difference is also noticeable in the care of the library. There is much less whispering and crowding, it is only possible; the book I made before," she continued. "Of course, because of the larger engagement during the year, there are more people in the library. As to the books most called for, there is practically no difference. It is the most popular to have them, the books have been advertised the most. The books are chosen because of their partisanship, but because they have had authority. During the summer there are more books turned out," she stated.

"Since war, poetry has been much more popular than it has ever been. Some who have been in service have been imitating it. There has been also a great demand for biography, this year," the librarian said. A book most called for are: The Brumwell Cap—Dorothy Canfield; Poems of Robert Service—Margaret An- quith; Main Street—Stevenson's Lewis; Ringer—Kest Hamond; White Ibe- ends of the South Seas—Frederick J. O'Brien; Men of War—Robert W. Service; Where the 20 de, cooler

NEW EMBRACING FLUID KEEPS FISH PERFECTLY

The collection of fish secured by Mr. Ward, Watertown, Conn. has been an interesting and rewarding for exhibition in the Uni- versity museum. When finished it will be one of the best displays of fish in any university museum in the Uni- versity. According to Professor DOIL, a new method prevents this shrinkage. The fish are caught they are placed in an en- sulating fluid of cement-like nature and size. When the fish are caught they are placed in an en- sulating fluid of cement-like nature and size. When the fish are caught they are placed in an en-

TWO COMEDIES GIVEN AT "LA CASA ESPAÑOLA"

Under the direction of Miss Edith Louisa Kelly, associate professor in Romance languages, two comedies were given by the members of the Spanish House at 7:30 last night at 79 E. Fairfield street.

The first comedy was "La Primera Disputa" by Ruth Hillery, a near-de- easus tragedy for a newly married couple who are saved only by the timely

DILL TO MAKE ADDRESS

Professor Homer R. Dill will address the Iowa Conservation Association at the Cedar Rapids Chamber of Commerce today and tomorrow on "Collecting Fish in Florida Waters."

STAND

WHERE THE 20 DEGREES COOLER BECOME SNOW FROM OUR GIANT TYPHOON TWIN

TODAY & TOMORROW

HAROLD LLOYD
BEBE DANIELS
"SNUB" POLLARD
in a short, snappy side-splitter,
"The Flirt"
Also
HARRY CAREY
in his great western success,
"The Freeze Out"

PASTIME THEATRE WHERE IT IS COOL

COMING
Saturday, Sunday, Monday
William Fox Presents
Pearl White
"Know Your Man"
A drama of woman's strength and weakness—a picture every woman ought to see.
Also Snuh Pollard Comedy Pathe News
LAST TIME TODAY
CONWAY TEARLE
in his latest photoplay
"Buckling the Tiger"

The TOWNE CINEMA Amusements

You are invited to bring your lunch to the Summer Session Picnic With The Out-of-Door Players
FRIDAY, JULY 15
at City Park, 6:30 p. m. and to see
"The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife"
by ANATOLE FRANCHE
at City Park at 8:30 p. m.

SUMMER STUDENTS

It doesn't make a difference whether you want to buy a tooth brush or a suit of clothes you will be able to find the right place to go by reading DAILY IOWAN advertisements. The merchants who advertise in the IOWAN are the ones who are best prepared to give you the service you have a right to expect.

Patronize Iowan Advertisers
TRIP TO DARTMOUTH

The college trip to Dartmouth is much better than at Iowa," says Mrs. Walter Enz-truck driver at the University, who is spending a few weeks in Iowa City with her daughter.

"A man who makes the football trip at Dartmouth is looked upon as a god. This spring we had 110 men on the campus, which is rather large. Dartmouth has the largest gymnasium in the world and has the finest equipment that can be purchased. This association was subscribed to by the students, and had the real Dartmouth spirit that every one gets there. Each year 2,500 to 3,000 alumni return for reunions at commencement time. During that time it is impossible to get them to talk about anything else but Dartmouth. One man was attending his sixtieth reunion this year and 112 men were attending fifth.

The traditions which haunt Dartmouth are largely responsible for his perfect student spirit. 2,000 men are enrolled at Dartmouth and at least one-half of these are out for forms of athletics.

In spring practice the weather must be back in Iowa but I like the sun as the people here have to see it.

Mr. Watson will be in Iowa City on July 14th and will return in the fall to take up his duty at Dartmouth as trainer of all athletic teams.

"TYPEWRITERS"

YES INDEED
ALL MAKES AND MODELS

As you stroll up or down Iowa Avenue, the most beautiful in Iowa City, and to and from the campus, you are bound to notice the wonderful array of TYPEWRITERS on display in the window of RHANNEY'S TYPEWRITERS EXCHANGE.

You Will Be Impressed With The High Quality and Beauty of These Machines

THE BABY FLEXIBLE PORTABLE FOR the home and the office

THE REMINGTON PORTABLE, the only portable typewriter with STANDARD KEYBOARD.

THE SUPER-STANDARD WOODSTOCK, a synonym for Quality.

THE HAMMARD STANDARD and portable typewriter that types all LANGUAGES, the TYPEWRITER that meets all the requirements of the professor, the instructor, and the student.

Read What Walt Mason Says:

MY HAMMARD

"My trusty Hammard is a treasure; it makes my daily grind a pleasure, and when my type mechanism is hampering, without a hitch. All up and coming, my labors do not fret or bore me; an atmosphere of peace is ever 'er. I've had machinery which drove me dizzy; They always failed when I needed them most. You see, they'd all be so rotten. My morals all would be forgotten, it does not tire me when I use it; it still works and I abhor it. The Menu of my fine work fingers; its touch is easy on the fingers, it doesn't always keep me wearin', by Clamoring for more expensive; it's already returned to me, and is a printed line's a beauty. And while I live and keep on writing, a HAMMARD keybord I'LL be smilin'."

Step in when passing and let us demonstrate for you any of these machines

"My method of payment simplifies owning a better Typewriter"

JACK ROBERTSON
"ON THE AVENUE"

At RACINES

The drinks are colder. It's a fact they really are. That's because of the perfectly cooled systems in the foundations. The syrups are richer and the chocolate well charged making in all perfect drinks.

RACINES CIGAR STORES

ONE TWO THREE FOUR